
Ancient Rome (753BC to 476AD)
       (c age 7-8)

1. The monarchy c753BC to 509 BC
2. The Republic (509BC to 44BC)
3.  The Empire (c 27BC to 337AD)
4.  Roman life
5.  Decline of the Western Empire (337AD to 476AD)

Draw, or print off, a map to locate Rome in Europe. 

Make a time-line showing the divisions above.

1. The foundation of Rome: the monarchy c753BC –  509BC

Read the legend of Romulus and Remus and the she-wolf, and the founding of Rome in c753BC. 
Why is Rome called Rome?

Rome started out as a monarchy (that is, it was ruled by a king). The monarchy lasted for 250 
years. Find out about the Etruscans who became kings of Rome. 

Read about the last king, Tarquin the Proud, in the story of Horatius at the Bridge. The version 
by Macauly is very good. If you like drawing, draw an illustration for the story.

2.      The Republic 509BC – 44BC

The fall of Tarquin marked the end of the monarchy and from about 500BC, Rome became a 
republic. This means that instead of a king, it was ruled by elected men. Find out what special 
name was given to these men who ruled the Republic. 

This was the time of the Pyrrhic wars against Greece (read about Hannibal and his elephants!) 
and the Punic wars against Carthage (read about what happened to Carthage harbour). 

Later, in about 100BC, a man called Marius created the Roman army we are used to seeing in 
history books. Find out what you can about: 

                    legions, legionaries, cohorts and centurions. 

Draw some pictures of their armour and weapons, and write the Roman names in Latin: what were 
the lorica segmentata,  galea, scutum, gladius and pilum? What was a testudo?       

 

3. The Roman Empire (c27BC to  337AD)

The Republic came to an end when a general called Julius Caesar seized power. Caesar controlled 
both the government and the army, so he was a dictator, in charge of everything. Find out how he 
died in 44BC.

Caesar's adopted son Octavian defeated his enemy Mark Anthony and a famous Egyptian queen 
and her Roman ally at the Battle of Actium and became dictator. Who was the mysterious queen? 
Draw a picture of her.

Octavian called himself 'Augustus' and became known as the first Roman Emperor. After him 
came many famous emperors such as Nero, Trajan and Hadrian. Find out what these men are 
most well known for. 

In 284 AD, the Emperor Diocletian split the Empire into two halves. What were they called? 



Read about the battle of the Emperor Constantine with Maxentius at the Milvian Bridge. Why is 
Constantine is such an important emperor in the history of the Church?

Draw a map showing the extent of the Roman Empire when it was at its greatest, which was during

the reign of the  Emperor Trajan in 117 AD.

4. What was it like to live in the Roman Empire?

There were games -   find out what the Circus Maximus and the Colosseum were used for. 

There were public baths  -  find out what the caldarium,  tepidarium and frigidarium were. 

There were many different types of homes  - find out who might have lived in a domus, an insulae,
or a villa.

You might also study the Gods and Goddesses and mythology of Rome as a Classics project    

5. Decline of the Empire (337AD to 476AD)

By this time the Empire was coming under increasing attack from various groups of people. Find 
out a little about the Huns, the Vandals and Visogoths. Where were these people from? Read 
about Alaric the Goth. 

         In 455AD the Vandals invaded Rome and destroyed it. Who was the very last Emperor of the
         Western Empire?

          The Western Empire was at an end, but how long did the Eastern Empire last? Can you find out
         why the Eastern Empire is often called the Byzantine Empire?
        
       


